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 Pegasus Bay Reserve 
 BEL CANTO 
 Dry Riesling 2011 

THE SEASON
The growing season was influenced by La Nina weather conditions, resulting in a very  
mild spring, a warm summer with high sunshine hours and a long, lingering autumn.  
In spite of being dry we had infrequent, but well spaced showers keeping the vines  
very happy. We left the riesling on the vines until late in the season and for this wine we 
hand selected only bunches which had at least 30% of perfectly raisined noble botrytis.

THE VINEYARD AND THE VINES
The outcrop of land on which these were grown consists largely of weathered stones.  
Millions of years ago these were shorn from the high mountain peaks of the 
South Island’s Southern Alps by an ice- age glacier, which deposited them in 
selected sites in the Waipara Valley. The individual mineral rich terroir has 
helped shape this wine and our vines, which are up to about a quarter of a 
century in age and have had time to send their roots deep into this soil.

HARVEST AND WINE MAKING
We selected only the best riesling grapes to go into this wine. They were immediately 
pressed and the juice, which was purposely left a little turbid, fermented slowly 
over the winter at low temperatures, helping it retain its rich, fruity characters. 
A portion underwent spontaneous, natural fermentation, without the addition of 
yeast, in old, large barrels to give the final blend extra complexity and richness.

THE WINE
On release the wine has a bright lemon hue. The aromas and flavours 
suggest lemons, limes, nectarines and peaches, with a hint of passionfruit. 
It is rich and powerful in the mouth but yet remains elegant, tight knit and 
focused. There is a spine of minerality and crisp acidity which flow through 
the palate and draw out its length. While ready to drink on release it can 
be expected to develop a further array of characters with careful cellaring, 
especially those suggesting mandarin, orange and apricot.

Wine in moderation is a natural health food.


